
Group (which supplies cadres to many of those non-govern-
mental organizations)— went berserk. Ljubmir Frckoski, the
most prominent of these agents, and a former Interior and
Foreign Minister and currently adviser to President
Trajkovski, from the pages of the daily Dnevnik blastedMacedonian Patriots
Georgievski and his ally, the Interior Minister Ljube
Boskovski, with what he took to be his most devastating in-Play ‘LaRouche Card’
sult: “Their favorite literature is LaRouche.” Working himself
up into a paroxysm of rage, Frckoski concluded his attack onby Umberto Pascali
Georgievski/Boskovski with these incredible words: “Any-
way, we shall finish them off, before they cause damage to

Twenty-four hours after its first issue hit the streets of Mace- the society.”
British Royal Consort Prince Philip’s Transparency Inter-donia, Manifest magazine had already become a phenome-

non. People were contacting the editor, Krum Velkov, to national issued noisy ululations on alleged corruption in high
places. The International Crisis Group presented a report onthank him for “clearing the air.” It became the focus on prime-

time TV programs and in discussions popping up all over the “Macedonia’s Public Secret: How Corruption Drags the
Country Down,” entirely taken from old media reports. Thecountry, in the final rush toward the general elections on Sept.

15. The front cover, featuring Lyndon LaRouche (with the report was immediately taken up and serialized by the Soros-
influenced media. It is difficult to imagine more blatant inter-title: “They Want To Involve Us in a New World War” ) and

LaRouche’s punchy interview (see below), provoked a much- ference into a nation’s internal affairs, a few days before the
elections.needed, positive shock in a country that has been under in-

creasing physical and psychological assault since the terrorist Minister Boskovski reacted forcefully, speaking to a rally
in Kumanovo: “Such groups should be expelled from theattacks on Macedonia, from bases in NATO-controlled Ko-

sovo, during the Spring. Republic of Macedonia. [Their aim] is to undermine democ-
racy and to create a climate of insecurity.” The local headIt is remarkable that in this situation, a relatively small

country has succeeded in putting up such resistance to its of the ICG, U.S. citizen Edward Joseph, “ is a well-known
political hack, smuggler, and criminal who speaks againstAnglo-American fifth column. This happens in the midst of

renewed war dangers surrounding the country, the result of the government of Macedonia without any data and directly
interferes in our internal affairs.” Other sources revealed thatAnglo-American maneuvers aimed at preventing any stabili-

zation and development of the Balkans. But Macedonia did Macedonian diplomatic and intelligence channels would ask
the U.S. and Australian governments for an explanation.not give up—rather the opposite. Prime Minister Ljubco

Georgievski has made a series of statements denouncing the
ongoing attack against Macedonia’s national sovereignty. At An Instrument in the Battle for Truth

It was in this atmosphere, that Manifest hit the newsstands.the end of June, in a speech where he denounced the “corrup-
tion” of mega-speculator George Soros and his methods of An overview of its main articles will illustrate its impact:

The cover page, besides LaRouche, carries a small picture ofbuying up intellectuals to turn them against their own country,
the Prime Minister went so far as to pronounce the “ forbid- Frckoski, apparently picking his nose. In a dramatic autobio-

graphical article, editor Krum Velkov details his previousden” words, “Lyndon LaRouche.”
On Aug. 2 at the celebration of the national holiday, confrontation with Frckoski. When Velkov wrote articles crit-

ical of Frckoski, he was told that organized-crime figures hadwhereas the protégé of the “ international community,” Presi-
dent Boris Trajkovski, flew to the United States for a confer- been recruited to “break his legs.” Later on, in a televised

interview, a known mafioso, Roly Jakupovich, confessed thatence on the illusory “New Economy,” Georgievski stated: “ It
is a fact that certain structures of the international community Frckoski had asked him to teach a journalist a lesson: “ to

break his legs.”not only failed to fight terrorism as a global evil, but granted
unprincipled assistance to the terrorists.” Speaking before The real point is that Manifest succeeded in putting to-

gether a lucid, strategic, LaRouchean approach, with pro-more than 100,000 people, Georgievski continued: “Many
words have been said about multi-ethnicity in Kosovo, Mace- found cultural and historical elaborations aimed at answering

the key question: How to create a new Renaissance? Its de-donia, Bosnia, but in reality, what has been happening is the
biggest ethnic cleansing that this part of the Balkans can re- clared purpose is to create a mass movement, especially

among students. This “militant Renaissance” approach is cou-member. Some international structures are supporting ethnic
cleansing in Bosnia, Macedonia, Serbia.” pled with in-depth intelligence studies concerning the deploy-

ment of the so-called international community against Mace-In response to this challenge, the Anglo-American “fi fth
column”— including Transparency International, the Soros donia, which the magazine labels as “The Soft Coup d’ État.”

“Read It and Think!” reads the poster issued to advertisegang, the International Crisis Group (ICG), and the Forum
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the magazine. Teams of students volunteered to put it up. The opment. . . .”
• A scientific column, “Back to the Moon, Then on tostudents’ enthusiasm was not cooled, even when two of their

cars were involved in a bizarre accident, in which a truck hit Mars,” by Wendel V. Mendel.
Interestingly, the Executive Director of Soros’ Open Soci-them at a red light. “LaRouche’s ideas are comparable to red-

hot metal penetrating the conscience of the world, when he ety Institute, Vladimir Milchin, couldn’ t wait more than 24
hours before publishing a slanderous attack against Manifestunmasks the oligarchical dark forces’ methods and policies,”

Velkov explains. The lead editorial states the raison d’ être in Utrinski Vensik, which ended up attacking this writer as a
“conspirophile.” Milchin presents himself and the other com-for Manifest, in the context of the historical confrontation

between republican and oligarchical principles. “Manifest ponents of the “fi fth column” as victims of a government
“witch-hunt.” In the Macedonian capital of Skopje, the rant-will be an instrument in the battle for the truth. For Macedonia

. . . for humanity.” It further stresses the importance of organ- ings of Soros’ man were immediately dismissed as “ the bleat-
ing of the wolves.”izing youth into a patriotic force that understands the real

battle going on in the world right now.
The inaugural issue includes:
• A regular column (“The Open Conspiracy” ) on

DocumentationLaRouche’s speech in Rome on July 2, on the Middle East
war danger;

• Coverage of a study by Helga Zepp-LaRouche on
Friedrich Schiller: “Why Are We Still Barbarians?” LaRouche Featured in• A feature on “How the IMF Executed Argentina,” ac-
companied by the text of a parliamentary solution by former New Macedonian Magazine
Italian Prime Minister, Sen. Giulio Andreotti and other Italian
Senators, calling for a New Bretton Woods financial reorgani-

The main feature in the inaugural issue of the new Macedo-zation; the feature concludes with an appeal to Macedonia
and other countries to act now; nian magazine Manifest is an exclusive interview with Lyndon

LaRouche. Manifest, which hit the newsstands on Aug. 15,• A dossier, “Macedonia Must Defend Itself Against the
Soft Coup d’ État,” which describes the penetration of the also elaborates the leading issues associated with LaRouche,

from the need for New Bretton Woods monetary system and“ international community’s fifth column,” targetting Frck-
oski, whom it compares to Petronius Arbiter, Nero’ Magister the Eurasian Land-Bridge to his intervention in the Middle

East. LaRouche gave the interview from Wiesbaden, Ger-Elegantiarum who, when the Emperor changed his mind, was
forced to commit suicide; many on July 25, to Umberto Pascali. Here are excerpts.

• Short profiles of the main destabilizing tools deployed
inside Macedonia: Transparency International, Soros’ Open Q: In the last few days, we’ve seen a very sharp collapse in

the Wall Street stock market, which confirms what you haveSociety Institute Macedonia, the International Crisis Croup,
the Institute for War and Peace Reporting (IWPR), Transfuse, been saying for many years. So, this is not a disaster, but

indeed it is an opportunity. Can you explain for our readerset al.
• An exclusive investigative report on the origin of the what is really happening now and, above all, what should

happen?“non-governmental organization” (NGO) concept, as an in-
strument invented by British colonialism, plus a devastating LaRouche: What is happening now is a general breakdown

of a system, which has developed internationally over a periodprofile of Frckoski (“The Fascist Who Wanted To Be a Dem-
ocrat” ); of about 35 or more years. This was a change in the United

States in particular, and also the United Kingdom, from a• A “Strategic Insight” column by Macedonia govern-
ment strategic adviser Emilija Geleva, titled “Development production-oriented society to an imperial consumer soci-

ety—that is, relying more and more on getting, at reducedVersus Destabilization,” which stresses the need for large-
scale infrastructural development—the Eurasian Land- prices, material from overseas, from cheap labor, rather than

producing it ourselves. In this process, what has happened isBridge—and a New Bretton Woods;
• A first-hand report from the positions of the Macedo- that we have built up a gigantic financial bubble internation-

ally. This bubble is now disintegrating.nian Army, with exclusive photographs;
• An article on the “anti-globalization” movement as an Nothing could be done to save the present monetary and

financial system—in its present form. So the only thing thatinstrument of the globalizers themselves, with profiles of
Teddy Goldsmith and Toni Negri. With a youthful audience we can do, which is politically feasible at this time, is to

compare the success of the Roosevelt recovery and the rela-in mind, the author writes: “The real fight against globaliza-
tion can only be based on the fundamentals of human civiliza- tive success of the post-war reconstruction up until the middle

of the 1960s, with the degeneration which exploded fromtion in its positive form: national identity, sovereignty, devel-
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